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Dear Parents 

Wow, where is the time going?  

We are having such a lovely time at Pre-School, we cannot believe that it is almost time for summer 

holidays. 

The children are really enjoying being back at Pre-School and we are capturing this through our photos for 

you to see and enjoy. 

Next week is due to be warm again, so please ensure that children do come into Pre-School with sun cream 

already applied, with a sun hat and spare sun cream in their bags. Thank you. 

Please remember to apply for your 30 hour funding code for September ASAP!!!!!! 

Activities 

Another full week of activities at Pre-School this week.  

We try and spend as much time outside as possible and we have been lucky with the weather that we have 

been able to do this. 

Outside this week we have had so much fun, the children have loved the bikes, ride-on’s and the scooters. 

In fact some of the children worked together to fix the broken taxi, they turned it upside down and using 

their tools they managed to solve the problem. They have continued to enjoy the tyres and the planks of 

wood to create bridges and seesaws. They have used the guttering as a speed way for their cars to zoom 

down and again this week there has been water play and the dolls have enjoyed their baths 😊 

This week we were also really lucky to have a visit from a beautiful dog called Bonnie, the children really 

loved seeing her and stroking her through the gate. We were also lucky enough to find a caterpillar in our 

outside area which led to the children enjoying a lovely story ‘The Hungry Caterpillar’ read by Kate outside. 

Inside there has also been lots of wonderful activities for the children to take part in. They have 

particularly enjoyed making jewellery by threading beads onto string and they have enjoyed drawing, 

puzzles, board games, stickle bricks and play doh. 
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Birthdays      

 No Birthdays this week.             
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Reminders 

 
 Please ensure that children come to Pre-School with their lunch in a plastic lunchbox so that these 

can be easily cleaned. 

 Children’s belongings to be named pleased. 

 No toys to be bought in from home. 

 Please ensure that children come into Pre-School wearing sun cream and they also have a sun hat in 

their bags. 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Dates 

21st April – 17th July 2020 – summer term. 

 

 

 

 


